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Domain:

It consists of two components: A feature space , a 
marginal distribution (x), where x={x1, x2,... , xn } .

In general when two domains are different then they may 
have different feature spaces or different marginal 
distributions.

Task:

Given a specific domain and label space y, for each xi on 
domain, task is to predict its corresponding label yi where 
yi  Y and in mathematical manner we need (y|x), where 
y={y1, y2,... , yn } Y



For simplicity, we only consider at most two domains and two tasks.

Source domain:

Task in the source domain:

Target domain:

Task in the target domain:
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Motivation: If two domains are related to each other, then there may 

exist

some  “pivot” features across both domain. 

Main Idea: To identify correspondences among features from different

domains by modelling their correlations with pivot features. 

Feature enhancement methods: Clean the feature observed at test 

time so that they better match the train model

Model adaptation methods: Adapting the train model to better fit the 

new target/test domain



Input: Dsrc={(xi, yi)}, Dtar and the parameters of  a classification model (KLDA model 

in our case)

Output: P(Yt|Xt)

Algorithm:

1.An initial estimation for target labels based on the model learnt for original source 

domain

2.Computing a transformation matrix for source data by rescaling either source 

features or samples based on a ratio of feature-label joint expectations in target to the 

expectation in source domain

3.Transforming the source domain and retraining on the new source space features

4.Use the learned classifier to predict the labels for the target data

The effect is to rescale each feature, putting more weights on features that occur 

frequently in the target but rarely in source, and down-weighting features that are 

common in the source but seldom seen in the target.



The transformation matrix derived as:

Where the fj is the jth feature of sample xi and Λ-source is the 

classification model learned on the original source data

A smoothing factor Θ has been used to to control the degree to which 

we use the target conditional estimates to alter the source conditionals



Source domain data: Badminton game

Target domain data: Aus2003,  Aus2003men,  Japan 2009

#

Source Data 

(Badminton)

Target

(Aus2003)

Target (Aus2003 

men)

Target 

(Japan2009)

Hit samples 704 946 1881 859

Non-Hit samples 461 284 590 283

Total number of 

samples

1165 1230 2471 1142
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Transfer learning results for kernel/sample re-weighting (Θ-MA), as it 

can be seen a particular Θ value (Θ=0.8) can be selected as a 

promising smoothing factor

Θ ΘΘ



Pros: A straight forward and fast method

Cons: The transformation model is too simple

Further experiments and tests:

-done experiments with lots of different setups of source/target 

matches

-fixed normalisation issues (Josef's suggestion)

-tried better transformations (translation+scaling)



Based on the close intersection between this work and speaker 

adaptation in speech recognition problems some MLLR methods 

based on GMM are considered  
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